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Welcome to the 105th Commencement ceremony at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. This is the day to recognize the academic effort and personal commitment put forward by our students who are graduating today. As you look around, you can appreciate our need to use an arena this size. We all look every bit like the university that enrolls more Wisconsin residents than any other.

The May Commencement this year, where we welcomed the first degree recipients from the UWM Class of 2011, was my first as the permanent chancellor of this great university. While I had been part of several previous university commencement ceremonies, I was genuinely touched by what I experienced as chancellor.

From the stage, you hear something big and you see something small. What you hear are the ovations unleashed for individual students. Some sound like an entire U.S. Cellular Arena section is cheering for one person. What you see up close are the tears. They streak the cheeks of graduating students caught up in the joy of the moment. I would be very surprised if I didn’t hear and see the same emotional responses today.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. Combined with our May graduates, the Class of 2011 will total well over 5,000 students. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community. I know all of us gathered here celebrate our students’ accomplishments today, and because of their achievements we look forward to a brighter tomorrow.

Best,

Michael R. Lovell Chancellor
STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A QUICK HISTORY OF UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ‘30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and, in 1951 became Wisconsin State College. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
**CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION**

The medallion for Chancellor Lovell was created by a team of Peck School of the Arts faculty and students. The front is a map of the East Side campus, the mechanical back opens to reveal the chancellor's name, and the chain is made up of panther claw-inspired links.

**THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

**Styles and colors** had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

**The academic hood** is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- **BLUE VIOLET**—Architecture
- **WHITE**—Art
- **BROWN**—Art/Dance/Drama
- **BEIGE**—Business Administration
- **LIGHT BLUE**—Education
- **ORANGE**—Engineering/Computer Science
- **PEACOCK**—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- **LEMON**—Library & Information Science
- **PINK**—Music
- **APRICOT**—Nursing
- **GOLD**—Science
- **CITRON**—Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors**: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

Marshals wear the gold cap and gown. They are responsible for leading the degree candidates in the processional marches and for keeping order throughout the ceremony.
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U.S. Cellular Arena
December 18, 2011

PRELUDE
    UWM Symphony Band
    John A. Climer, Conductor

PROCESIONAL
    Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
    Lisa Bultman, Vocalist
    Ryan Cappleman, Vocalist

WELCOME
    Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
    University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
    Allyson Nemec, President
    UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
    Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
    University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

RECESSIONAL
    Audience please remain seated during Recessional
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
*Indicates August 2011 Graduate

ANTHROPOLOGY
Jocelyn E. Boor
“Pots to People: The Tell Hadidi Ceramics from Area C at the Milwaukee Public Museum”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Matthew Warwick
“Zooarchaeology of the Pukara Valley Formative”
Major Professor: Jean Hudson

ARCHITECTURE
Neel Kamal Chapagain
“Rethinking Cultural Heritage Conservation at Historic Settlements: The Case of Lomanthang, Nepal”
Major Professor: Brian Schermer

Asha Kutty
“Sanctuaries along Streets: Contested Storefront Churches in a Central City Neighborhood”
Major Professor: Brian Schermer

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
*Sreeleka Bollampalli
“Role of Cell Surface Polysaccharides and Proteins in Flavobacterium Johnsoniae Gliding Motility”
Major Professor: Mark McBride

*Chang Jae Choi
“Cell Death in Response to Reactive Oxygen and Nitrogen Species in Marine and Freshwater Chlorophyte Algae”
Major Professor: John Berges

Shannon L. Davis-Foust
“Bomb Radiocarbon Age Validation of Freshwater Drum and Using Biochronological Growth to Detect Ecological Relationships”
Major Professor: John Janssen

Vishwakanth Yadav Potharla
“Deciphering the Biosynthetic Pathways of Anticancer Agents Spiruchostatins and FK228”
Major Professor: Yi-Qiang (Eric) Cheng

Mark H. Schmitz
“Intraspecific Variation of Walleye in Ontario, Canada and Lake Winnebago, WI: Ecological Consequences of Differences in Life History, Color and Morphology”
Major Professor: Timothy Ehlinger

Dena R. Weinberger
“Reverse Genetic Analysis of Zebrafish Development: Requirements for Cabin1 in the Nervous System and Neural Crest”
Major Professor: Ava Udvadia

Marc C. White
“The Effect of Gene Flow Distance on Offspring Fitness in Impatiens Capensis Meerb (Balsaminaceae)”
Major Professor: James Reinartz
CHEMISTRY

Jeffrey C. Duhacek
“An Investigation into the Functionalization of Polyoxometalates Using Organoimido Tungsten Reagents”
Major Professor: Dennis Bennett

Chitra R. Edwankar
Part I. The First Regio- and Diastereoselective Total Synthesis of the Dimeric Indole (+)-Dispegatrine as Well as the First Total Synthesis of Sarpagine Alkaloids (+)-Lochnerine, (+)-Lochneram and (+)-Spegatrine
Part II. Studies Directed Toward the Total Synthesis of the C-19 Methyl Substituted Sarpagine-Macroline Alkaloids (+)-Macro-Salhine Chloride, Macrocarpine A, B and C”
Major Professor: James Cook

Yi Hu
“Single Molecule Imaging and Spectroscopy of Protoporphyrin IX and Its Metal Derivatives”
Major Professor: James Cook

ECONOMICS

*Miao Chi
“Essays on Migration and Intermarriage Premiums”
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka

Emily Lechtenberg
“Three Essays on the Economics of Education”
Major Professor: Keith Bender

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Theresa Tyanna Boswell
“A Qualitative Analysis of the Career Decision-Making Process of African Americans within a Metropolitan Context”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

Molly D. Brodigan Ericksen
“Subsyndromal Psychological Conditions and Comorbidity by Adaptive Skills in Urban Children”
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

*Jessica L. Brumm-Larson
“The Role of Mental Health and School Perception in Academic Success for Racial Minority Youth in an Urban Setting”
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

*Elizabeth W. Cotter
“Examining the Personal Resources of Layoff Survivors”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

*Mary E. Fitzpatrick
“Relationship between Contemporary Sexism and Career Outcomes for Women Engineers”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

*Sarah A. Gillis
“A Structural Equation Model of Resiliency in Adolescence”
Major Professor: Azara Santiago-Rivera

*India D. Gray Schmiedlin
“Predicting the Potential Success of African American Men in Completing a College Degree: A Test of Three Levels of Influence”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

*RoseAnne C. Illes
“Relationships among Ethnic Identity, Cultural Values, and Gender Role Conflict on Latina College Students Sexual Attitudes/Beliefs”
Major Professor: Azara Santiago-Rivera

*Daun R. Kihslinger
“A Randomized Clinical Trial: Comparison of Educational Group Treatment with CBT Group Treatment with Hypnosis in a Type 2 Diabetic Population”
Major Professor: Marty Sapp

Jennifer Lynn Maederer
“Relationship between Emergent Literacy Skills and Social Competence in Head Start Children”
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

Julie Paasch-Anderson
“African American Adolescents’ Perceptions of Ethnic Socialization and Racial Socialization: Content of Socialization Messages and Modes of Transmission”
Major Professor: Susie Lamborn
*William Reyes  
“Ethnic Identity, Cultural Congruity, and Coping Styles as Factors Influencing College Adjustment among First and Second Year Latino Students”  
Major Professor: Azara Santiago-Rivera

*Steffanie Jean Scholze  
“A Randomized Clinical Trial: The Use of Hypnosis to Improve Academic Self-Concept and Self-Concept in College Students”  
Major Professor: Marty Sapp

*Christopher Slaten  
“Belongingness and Career Decision-Making Difficulties: A Path Analysis”  
Major Professor: Thomas Baskin

ENGINEERING

Ammar A. T. Alkhalidi  
“Study of Enhanced Aeration System”  
Major Professor: Ryoichi Amano

Sruthi Boda  
“Relationship between Job Physical Demands and Occupational Low Back Pain In a 90-Day Pain Free Cohort”  
Major Professor: Arun Garg

Michael J. Danyluk  
“Optimization of a Thin Film Deposition Process”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhingra

Cem Gogtas  
“Development and Characterization of Self-Flow Low and Ultra Low Cement Refractory Castables”  
Major Professor: Hugo Lopez

Krishna Guntur  
“Development of Cooling and Self Healing for Gas Turbine Blades”  
Major Professor: Ryoichi Amano

Pugazhendhi Kanakasabai  
“Approaches for Reliability Based Design Optimization”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhingra

Feng Li  
“Simulation of High Electron Mobility Transistor Using Spectral Element Method”  
Major Professor: David Klemer

Pengfei Li  
“Dynamic Modeling and Self-Optimizing Control of Building HVAC Systems”  
Major Professor: Yaoyu Li

*Tan Liu  
“Multimodal Imaging on Photoacoustic Microscopy”  
Major Professor: Lei Ying

Goran Mandic  
“Ultracapacitor-based Energy Storage System for Wind Turbine Power Smoothing and Drive Train Stress Reduction”  
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Humberto Mendoza del Angel  
“High Temperature Stability Analysis of 316 Stainless Steels Coated with CeO2 Nanoparticles”  
Major Professor: Hugo Lopez

Ali Shrih  
“Experimental and FE Analysis of Fire Effects on A325 Structural Bolts under Tension”  
Major Professor: Adeeb Rahman

Pengxiang Wang  
“Multiscale Simulation of DC Corona Plasma from Nano Structure Discharges”  
Major Professor: Junhong Chen

ENGLISH

Christina Clancy  
“Slumburbia”  
Major Professors: George Clark and Liam Callanan

Joshua Michael Hren  
“Flotsam’s Heart”  
Major Professor: George Clark
David Lee Kosalka
“Ghosts of Mythic Pasts: Mythic History in the Works of Friedrich Gundolf, Robert Graves, and J. R. R. Tolkien in Light of the First World War”
Major Professor: Andrew Kincaid

*Katherine H. Malcolm
“Resurfacing: New Guides for Basic Writing”
Major Professors: Mary Louise Buley-Meissner and Bruce Horner

*Yvonne T. Mc Donald
“From Subalternity to Meaningful Representation: The Emergent Literature of Caribbean Women Writers”
Major Professor: Gregory Jay

Elisa Rebecca Neckar
“Forward: Living Wisconsin History, Folklore, and Culture”
Major Professor: Liam Callanan

*Elizabeth A. Neiman
“Novels Begetting Novel(ist)s: Minerva Press Formula and Romantic-Era Literary Production, 1790 – 1820”
Major Professor: Sukanya Banerjee

*John F. Raucci Jr.
“John Quincy Adam’s Civic Rhetoric and Contemporary Composition: A Reconsideration of Why Publics Matter”
Major Professor: Mary Louise Buley-Meissner

*Mary Ann Ryan
“Abject Lessons: Sounding the Semiotics in the Drama of J. M. Synge”
Major Professor: José Lanters

Carrie Wadman
“The Spinster Figure and Fin de Siecle Female Identities”
Major Professor: Sukanya Banerjee

GEORGRAPHY

Rama Prasada Mohapatra
“Monitoring and Modeling Urban Growth Using Remote Sensing and GIS Technologies”
Major Professor: Changshan Wu

*Richard R. Shaker
“An Investigation of Sustainable Urbanization and Landscape Form: The Republic of Moldova Case Study”
Major Professor: Christopher De Sousa

HEALTH SCIENCES

*David M. Bazett-Jones
“The Role of Pain and Muscular Endurance in Strength and Lower Extremity Biomechanics in those with and without Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome”
Major Professor: Jennifer Earl Boehm

*Elizabeth K. Grimm
“The Relationship between Sedentary Behavior and Health in Older Adults”
Major Professor: Scott Strath

*Joshua T. Weinhandl
“The Influence of Neuromuscular Factors on Anterior Cruciate Ligament Loading in Response to External Force Perturbations”
Major Professor: Kristian O’Connor

HISTORY

*Raul Carlos Galvan
“19th-Century Cuban Transnationals: Sugar, Revolution and Citizenship”
Major Professor: Aims McGuiness

*Brian Arthur Kangas
“Tragedy, Myth and Memory – The “Lady Elgin” and Irish-American Nationalism”
Major Professor: Aims McGuiness

INFORMATION STUDIES

Su-Yu Lin
“A Comparative Study on Institutional Repositories (IRs): Comparing the U. S. and Taiwan”
Major Professor: Johannes Britz

LINGUISTICS

Hyowon Song
“Spatial and Temporal Uses of Demonstratives: A Cross-linguistic Study”
Major Professor: Gregory Iverson
**MANAGEMENT SCIENCE**

*John D. Delano
“Toward End-User Specification and Design of Business Systems”
Major Professor: Hemant Jain and Atish Sinha

*Paul R. Forshey
“Three Essays Examining Innovative Firms and the Alliance Formation Process”
Major Professor: Edward Levitas

Thomas Ngo-Ye
“Analyzing the Helpfulness of Online Customer Reviews”
Major Professor: Atish Sinha

*Hyeong Sop Shim
“Corporate Coinsurance and Mergers and Acquisitions”
Major Professor: Lilian Ng

*Barjinder Singh
“A Model of Organizational and Community Embeddedness: Social Supportive Contextual Antecedents, Underlying Motivational Mechanisms, and Organization, Community and Individual Outcomes”
Major Professor: Margaret Shaffer

*Feifei Zhu
“International Issues on Corporate Finance”
Major Professor: Lilian Ng

**MATHEMATICS**

Hong Du
“Nonlinear Functional Discriminant Analysis”
Major Professor: Daniel Gervini

**NURSING**

Maysa Husni Almomani
“Chronic Psychosocial Stress and the Development of Type 2 Diabetes”
Major Professor: Aaron Buseh

Jacqueline L. Alomepe
“Illness Experience of HIV-Infected Women in Cameroon, Central Africa”
Major Professor: Aaron Buseh

*Sandra Lynn Dolan-Rohde
“Perceptions of Women Who are Impoverished: Health and Wellbeing, Work Opportunity and Barriers to Successful Employment”
Major Professor: Eugenie Hildebrandt

Rodney Paul Fox
“Influence of HIV Stigma on Health Related Quality of Life in those with HIV Lipodystrophy”
Major Professor: Aaron Buseh

Cathlin Buckingham Poronsky
“Online Faculty Mentoring and Transition Balance in Family Nurse Practitioner Students”
Major Professor: Karen Morin

Linda D. Taylor
“The Affective Domain in Nursing Education: The Educators’ Perspective”
Major Professor: Susan Dean-Baar

Marivic B. Torregosa
“English Language Acculturation, Perception of Faculty Caring, Networks, Campus Racial Climate, and Race as Predictors of Student Success among Mexican-American and non-Hispanic White Baccalaureate Nursing Students”
Major Professor: Karen Morin

Colleen M. Trevino
“Determining the Predictors of Chronic Pain in Traumatically Injured Hospitalized Patients”
Major Professor: Kim Litwack
PHYSICS

Sara E. Chamberlin
“Surface Structures of Polar and Non-Polar Metal Oxides”
Major Professor: Carol Hirschmugl

*Charalampos Markakis
“Rotating and Binary Relativistic Stars with Magnetic Fields”
Major Professor: John Friedman

*Abhay G. Shah
“Extreme-Mass-Ratio Inspirals in a Modified Radiation Gauge”
Major Professor: John Friedman

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Kimberly J. Rice
“Delegation, Deference and Doctrine: Reevaluating the Relationship between Federal Courts and Federal Administrative Agencies”
Major Professor: Sara Benesh

PSYCHOLOGY

*Julia A. Detert
“Role of Calcium Binding Proteins in the Neuroprotection of Hippocampal CA1 Neurons”
Major Professor: James R. Moyer, Jr.

*Rachel C. Manos
“The Behavioral Activation for Depression Scale – Short Form: Development and Validation”
Major Professor: Jonathan Kanter

SOCIAL WORK

Patricia Ann Lee King
“Understanding and Effectively Screening for Perinatal Depression in Women with Low Socioeconomic Status”
Major Professor: Laura Otto-Salaj

URBAN EDUCATION

James H. Brown
“Exploring How Urban Older Adult Participants of a Computer Training Program Learn, Use, and Make Sense of Computer Technology in their Everyday Lives”
Major Professor: Simone Conceição

Gregory J. Cramer
“A Critical Analysis of Advanced Placement U. S. History Textbooks”
Major Professors: Sandra Pucci and Thandeka Chapman

Janice Druetzler-Katz
“A Tale of Two Schools: A Comparative Case Study of Charter School Leaders”
Major Professor: Gail Schneider

Bradley James Ebert
“Socially Just Teachers: The Conduit to Student Success?”
Major Professor: Elise Frattura

*Hughes Bernoid George
“The Role of Race, Racism and Power in the Experiences and Perspectives of African American Males in the Context of their Ascendance to the Superintendency”
Major Professor: Gail Schneider

Lanetta Neshal Greer
“‘Aged out’: Using Narrative Inquiry to Examine the Lived Experiences of Young Women Previously Placed in Out-of-Home Care”
Major Professor: Aaron Schutz

Yun-Ting Hung
“Reading Among Chinese American Immigrants: When Heritage Language Learning Experiences and Mainstream School Experiences Differ”
Major Professor: Tania Mertzman Habeck

*Kelly K. Kohlmetz
“Comparison of Teaching Methods for a Postsecondary Development Algebra Course”
Major Professor: Henry Kepner Jr.
Starlette M. Patterson  
Major Professor: Marty Sapp

Catherine Robertson  
“At the End of the Day, We’re All Music Teachers.” Similarities and Differences among a Novice Music Teacher Online Community of Practice”  
Major Professor: Marleen Pugach

*Karen Skibba  
“An Investigation of How Faculty Members Learn to Teach Adult Students in Blended Programs?”  
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

Silvia N. Wilson  
“Spirituality and Transformational Learning: How Urban Residents Abandoned a Life of Violence”  
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Tong Xiong  
“Cultural Connections and Disconnections between Non-Hmong Principals and Hmong Parents”  
Major Professor: Larry Martin

**URBAN STUDIES**

*Karen W. Moore  
“Missed Connections: The ‘Progressive’ Derailment of Public Transit in Metropolitan Milwaukee during the Electric Street Railway Era”  
Major Professor: Margo Anderson

**DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE**

*Teresa DuChateau  
“Identifying Population Level Interventions Provided by School Nurses”  
Major Professor: Mary Jo Baisch

*Kay Ruth Jansen  
“An Analysis of Reasons for Hospital Readmission”  
Major Professor: Tae Youn Kim

Mary L. Klatt  
“Impulsivity as a Predictor in Veteran Suicide: An Integrative Literature Review”  
Major Professor: Susan Fontana

*Amanda Marie Kotowski  
“Program Evaluation of Pediatric Preventive Cardiology”  
Major Professor: Julia Snethen

*Jody A. Krahn  
“Integration of Sterilization Services Into Family Planning”  
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

Rebecca Richards-Hack  
“The Phenomenon of Implementing Evidence-Based Practice in Oncology Nursing”  
Major Professor: Janet Bitzan

**DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY**

*Michelle Jean Miller  
Major Advisor: Wendy Huddleston
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
*Interim Dean of the Graduate School*

**COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS**

**ARCHITECTURE/URBAN PLANNING**
*Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning*
Kristin Anne Reichart

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/BUSINESS MANAGEMENT**
*Master of Business Administration and Master of Science*
Eric Nevin Bennethum

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/NURSING**
*Master of Business Administration and Master of Science*
Vicki Lynn Bailey

**HISTORY/LIBRARY SCIENCE**
*Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science*
Katherine Marie Blank

**LIBRARY SCIENCE/MUSIC**
*Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music*
Stuart Alan Simon

**MASTER’S DEGREES**

**ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP**
*Master of Science*
Michael Francis Arendt
Khawla Asmar
Tammy Ann Behnke
Connie Marie Bergmann
Holly Lynette Bodish
Lisa Mary Coen
Hardy Arthur Frey
Adam Patrick Hengel
Dawn Marie Jakum
Valencia Tiara Koker
Christian J. Kowieski
Ruth Ann Lee
Daniel Michael Moree
Dale Paul Mueller
Lisa T. Murray
Ann Honore Osmanski
Kathryn Lynn Prokuski
George Reynolds
Anne Rommelfanger
Jeannette Enrica Rothenberger
Torry John Rufer
Kasie Lyn Sattler
Gwendolyn Scaife Taylor
Tyson D. Thachac
Wendy Williams
Craig Lamar Woods

**ANTHROPOLOGY**
*Master of Science*
Daniel Gregory Dybowski
Ciera Herron
Brenda Sue Nemetz
Sara Teresa Romond
Donald Carl Schaub
Megan Sara Sharpless
David Francis Wolff
Michelle Cole Zanskas

**ARCHITECTURE**
*Master of Architecture*
Andy James Blaser
Umesh Dhimal
John Michael Fox
Nicholas Edwin Gates
Therese Emily Hassett
Kyle Jerome Kane
Samuel Joseph Michael
Kallie Jo Mittelstadt
Abigail Joy Noble
Theodore Arnold Petermann
Paul Eric Rohde
Timothy Dace Russell
Kevin William Schneider
Robert Michael Short
Brandon Harold Spoehr
Nicholas Ron Strube
Maxwell James Volk
Maureen Sarah Williams

**ART HISTORY**
*Master of Fine Arts*
Kelly Alyssa Brown
Anne Maureen Crouchley
Shannon Elizabeth Diener
Gabrielle Pauline Gold
Nathan Richard Gramse
Angela Christine Lownher
Daniela-Monserrat - Martinez-Garcia
Amber Starr Parsons
Margo Marie Wetzel

**ART**
*Master of Arts*
*Master of Fine Arts*
Aneesha Candi Baldeosingh
Skrap Haus
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Jason Allan Berg
Angela L. Ortenblad
Anne H. Reis
Jing Wang

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Priyanka Kishore Kshatriya
Richa Saxena

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration

Brian Joseph Alland
Matthew Bagnall
Shawn J. Barth
Julian Bluhm
Eric Joseph Boticki
Jedediah Benjamin Bruss
Kurt Buchholz
William Matthew Burton
Scott Edwin Carpenter
Clance Blanchard Catlin
Victor Roland Chartier
Hung-Yun Chen
Sarah Verena Christian
Tyler Robert Clark
Joshua James Denk
Ryan William DeRosier
Lanae Marie Dolan
Margaret Ann-Donnelly-Lanigan
Shane Michael Dooyema
Matthew Joel Fehlhaber
Benjamin Brian Fischer
Adam Fishman-Salnick
Jennifer Flack
Kari Jo Gilbertson
Kristin Virginia Gunia
Bryan Matthew Heaton
Andrew Robert Hetebrueg
Casey Jeschke
Kyle Thomas Johnson
Mandeep Kaur
Manpreet Kaur

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science

Dominique A. Brooks
April Rae Grant
Adam G. Nothnagel
Erin M. Oconnell
Melissa Rhea Pergande

Scott A. Schlipp
Joshua D. Walker
Yunxuan Yang

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
Master of Science

Heather Marie Schmitt

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts

Craig Adam Casetta
Joseph Daniel Groppi
Jessica Immerman

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science

Marie Katherine Bennett
Margaret Ann Bertram
Jamie Leann Boehm
Alyssa Christine Clayton
Andrea Rae Cooper
Erin Elizabeth Davids
Tara Ann Duquaine
Alissa Marie Hove
Steve Patrick Klass
Heather Kay LaBar
Erika Lynn Lambrecht
Kelly Ann Lynett
Kathryn Perkins Mackinson
Michelle Monks
Caitlyn Klimczak Murphy
Auburn Lea Niemela
Kathryn Mae O'Brien
Elizabeth Anne Poehlmann
Vanessa Rosa Ribaudo
Ashley Elizabeth Schauer
Christie Marie Schnuck
Courtney Smurawa
Megan Marie Steadman
Erin Lynne Weaver
COMPUTER SCIENCE
*Master of Science*

Mahnaz Akbari
Jonathan Bake
David Allen Buell
Ivko Cvejic
D Drew Douglas
Evan Thomas Hilscher
Adam Yen-Te Kurmally
Vishnuvardhan Vaidyanathan

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
*Master of Science*

Jamie Ellen Clemans
Lenoah Henry Royal Jr
Jesse Sorkness
James Laurence Stearns
Dana Witt

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS
OF EDUCATION
*Master of Science*

Shyla Andre Burl
Rebecca Sue Ross
Carl Edward Sloan
Elizabeth A. Sutherland
Joan Barbara Thompson

CURRICULUM &
INSTRUCTION
*Master of Science*

Christina Jo Brown
Ann E. Buechner
Daniel Max Christiansen
Laura Jean Corado Koeppel
Matthew Joseph Doering
Laura Louise Godlewski
Diana Jones
Robert Mark Juranitch
Emily Therese Ripp
Jean Safranek
Thomas Luke Swieciak
Joel Volkert
Micah John Walz
Laura Friedman Witkov

ECONOMICS
*Master of Arts*

Esmaeil Ebadi
Jarrett Ryan Graf
Asm Shahil Haider
Junaidah Hasan
Weiping Xu

EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
*Master of Science*

Muneebah Abdullah
Karen Lynn Aniker
Blythe Becker
Audra K. Bond
Sarah Brilliant
Aimee Elizabeth Burazin
Nicole Anne Butterbaugh
Robert Gerald Faber
Lindsay Ann Ferry
William David Frazer-Collins
Meagan Marie Grenfell
Andrea Rae Hauser
Stephanie Marie Holguin
Kristin Jean Konieczny
Amanda Kate Krinn
Amanda Marie Larsen
Marshaye Azuree Lewis
Joshua Looser
Caroline A. Michelson
Megan Jean Neumann
John L. Rakowski
Caitlin Elizabeth Reynolds
Pamela Ann Shipway
Shawna Siripulaka
Brooke Ann Smith
Katherine Rose Sprague
Rob Toepel
Tracie Leigh Wasmuth
Johnny Koua Yang

ENGLISH
*Master of Arts*

Jeffrey Mark Janosik
Carol Marguerite Julin
Susan R. Kelly
Allison Lynn Kitzerow
Amy Katherine Liebl

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION
*Master of Science*

Jill Anne Doering
Michelle Kelli Ellison-Sanders
Katie Lynn Falk
Gloria Lynn Gaston
Julie Ann Gonzales
Melissa Harvey Gostisha
Eric Thomas Gullickson
Margaret Anne Janke
Joseph Koeppen
Melissa Ann Konek
Kim Le Flore
Renee E. Ludwig
Eileen Renee Navarre
Romelia Yvette Powell

ENGINEERING
*Master of Science*

Menaka Abeygunawardena
Thomas M. Aidich
Hana’a Mohammad-Tawfiq Alqam
Behnam Azimi
Farshid Behzadi

ECONOMICS
*Master of Arts*

Esmaeil Ebadi
Jarrett Ryan Graf
Asm Shahil Haider
Junaidah Hasan
Weiping Xu
Masters Degrees

continued

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

Megan Nicole Schaefer
Kerry Ann Schulz
Alaa Sendi
Mary Walker
Kristin Sara Wiseley

GEOGRAPHY

Master of Arts
Master of Science

Jeffrey Adam Sponcia
Emily Elizabeth Engstrom

GEOSCIENCES

Master of Science

Michael Steven Baierlipp
Michael A. Devasto
Nathan Charles Magnusson
Amelia C. Nachbor
Jolene Teresa Traut

HEALTH CARE

INFORMATICS

Master of Science

Thomas Steven Wright

HISTORY

Master of Arts

Katelyn Turnbull Barnes
Anthony Andrew Barone
Ruhamah Bauman
Freya Berry
Eрин Beth Bogenberger
Shannon Victoria Devine
Christopher Andrew George
John Michael Grochowski
Amanda Jo Hernandez
Sarah Elizabeth Moffett

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS

Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations

Jonathan James Egan
Allison Faye Graham
Jason James Karpinski
Jennifer Marie Mathe
Shannon Leigh McDonough
Julia Claire Ollenburg
Shawnette Sophia Stephens

KINESIOLOGY

Master of Science

Matthew D. Bartz
Spencer James Hicks
Joshua Joseph Sanders
Rhiannon M. Seneli
Tygh James Walters

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION

Master of Arts

Jeanette S. Brickner
Debra Ann Desmoulin
Jamie Lynn Graczyk
Daniel Mark Greuel
Jessica A. Hermanny
Mary C. Jorgensen
Sara Marie Lobner
Laura Eyenin Mansilla
Fahed Masalkhi
Irina Graciela Montoya Gomez
Bara S. Omari
Amanda Beth Romanski
Timothy Liam Walsh

LIBERAL STUDIES

Master of Liberal Studies

Judy Lynn Berdan
Kitty Jeralyn Gaenslen
Gladys Gilbert
John L. King
Donna J. Neal
Justin John Robert Nebel
Louise E. Zamparutti

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE

Master of Library and Information Science

Antonio Jose Alba
Mary Elizabeth Anderson
Carmen Renae Aslesen
Tia S. Aucoin
Leslie Anne Backes
Caleb Baker
Ana Colleen Barbus
Rebecca Marie Barnick
Megan Becker
Michael Russell Bernstein
Khristi Blocton
Bryan Scott Braun
Camille Brown
Naomi Ruth Brun
Mary Park Burch
Bradley Lewis Casselberry
Albert T. Cochran
Krystal Camille Corbray
Shannon Alethea-Crawford Barniskis
Kali Amber Davis
Lora Jean Davis
Tanya Darla Davis
Tiffany D. Davis
Matthew Scot Eidem
Lori Lea Espinoza
Avril Danielle Flaten
Elizabeth Victoria Frye
Karen Gallacci
Chad Vincent Gilman
Edward Albert Glade
Neal Golding
Eric Alexandre Graczkowski
Jessamyn Rose Gray
Honora Haws Greenwood
Jennifer Michelle Grieve
Susan Gualtieri
Greta Rose Guck
Julie Lynn Hayward
Kelli Heikka
Dorothy Ann Holzman
Andrew James Hoppmann
Tracey Lynn Howerton
Rebecca Marie Iserman
Jillyan Amy James
Margaret Mary Jenders
Boram Jeon
Stacie Leigh Karlin
Diane Marie Kauppi
Amy Elizabeth Kieffer
Emily Miranda Klukken
Emily Kay Kornak
Cletus Dipnibe Kuunifaa
Chelsea Marie Leachman
Scott Aaron Lenski
Arlene R. Lutenegger
Mary Lynn Sue Manross
Aileen Coleman Martin
Jeryl R. Mason
Kurtis McDonald
Erin Elizabeth-Montross-Erdmann
Addie Elizabeth Mrosla
Arianne Audra Nellessen
Lisa Renee Nielsen Agnew
William Thomas O’Hearn
Melissa M. Olson
Heather L. Owings
Karim Joy Pannier
Hyunmo Park
Jennifer Parker
Cary Raquel Perzan
Sara Peters
Laura Louise Plowman
Timothy Lloyd Powers
Keisha Marie Radloff
Emilirose Nemes Rasmusson
Mara Elyse Riebau
Sarah Vernelia Rowell
William Zachary Rutger
Elizabeth Anna-Margaret Sanborn
Heather Larie Schmidt
Christopher Donald Schmit
Russell E. Schneider Jr
Joy Hey Schnupp
Virginia Pamela Sedillo
Joan Marie Simon
Shane Edward Stephenson
Emily Elizabeth Stolen
Rachel Ann Stork
Samantha Ann TerBeest
Aaron Michael Thomas
Roslin I. Thompson
Adela Iris Torres
Ruth Lorraine Trask
Jessica Lynn Vargas Robinson
Danita Lorraine White
Kate Marie Wiisanen
Lois Wilkins
Heather Williams
Alyssa Anne Woods
Tammy Marie Woodward
Sira Yang
Emily Jean Zegers

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science

Barikisu O. Aliyu
William Alexander Bares
Christian Domeguah Beinpuo
Ryan Belonga
Trevor Francis Belonga
Ryan Paul Bohn
Tyler Alan Broadway
Aaron David Colcord
Jamelle D. Cole
James Crawford
Kevin Matthew Crowley
Katelyn Marie Curzon
Matt Davies
Karen L. Davis
Mitchell Edward Davis
Yang Deng
Jennifer Lynne Ellis
YoungSik Eom
Jason Gorgen
Anthony Richard Greenhill
Jordan David Haack
Eric Hansen
Andrew Thomas Hartinger
Talia Yael Israel
Dana Marie Keske
Matthew William Johnston
Pero Joyasevic
Navjot Kaur
Benjamin Patrick Komppa
Zachary Ryan Kopplin
Jessica Mae Kutka
Amber Laven
Erin Kathleen Lewis
Susan Marin Madden
James Joseph March
Brian McQuestion
Meryl Em Medina
Sandra Jean Mollberg
Amy M. Moses
Joseph Michael Olszewski
Rose Elisabeth Ouweneel
Anthony Valentino Paulis
Melissa Elizabeth Polyak
Syed Kazim Raza
Joseph Allen Roblee
Zachary Rutter
Paul Leonard Schaefer
Shannon Dawn Schlitz
Brian James Smith
Haley Stears
Daniel Jerome Steimle
Ashley Lauren Toth
Ivan K. Trayanov
David Wacker
Justin A. Zaeske
James Robert Zenisek

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science

Eli J. Annis
Tyler J. Baur
Sami Cheong
Nicole M. Christensen
Jesse Dean Feller
Brian Martin Griffin
Wayne Andrew Johnson
Landon James Kavlie
Raymond Joseph Mess
Jacob Francis Reynolds
Timothy Lawrence Ryan
Christopher M. Sears
Koren Nicole Staat
Anthony David Varey

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts

Molly Jeannine Bancroft
Aarti Basnyat
Stacy Elizabeth Blasiola
Derek Thomas Granitz
Kristan Anne Grote
Lawrence Dugan Nichols
Andrew Michael Palen
Nathaniel Jakob Rollefson
Yoonmo Sang
Laura Terese Schreiner
Whitnee Smith
Weiai Xu
MUSIC
Master of Music
Amy Lynn Baker
Kyle James Blenkush
Jeremy Scot Kriedeman
Andrew Mueller Lardner
Jennifer Michele Leahy
James Nufer
Jon L. Senzig
Lindsay Bradleigh Shank
Danielle Nicole Spaeth
Elizabeth Ann Steege
Scott Ralph Wenzel

NONPROFIT
MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Cristina Marie Crogan
Erin Beth Hennessy
Anne M.T Herisson-Leplae
Cassandra Morales-Salcedo
Kendra Lynn Schielke

NURSING
Master of Science
Agnes Catherine Borden
Mia Lashawn Everett
Theresa Marie Gruenke
Kimberly Marrie Mitchell
Valentine Niderman
Inderjit Pooni
Mario Adonis Rojas
Nicole Saffold
Andrew John Sievila
Kelly Denise Zwiers

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science
Ramon Alvarez III
Alissa Nicole Auxier
Nicole Ann Bolwerk
Amy Busalacchi
Miranda Eckert
Lindsey Ann Fletcher
Abby Renee Hopper
Cammie Nicole Hronek
Courtney Lee Hurd
Carrie Ann Jennerjohn
Andrew Preston Jones
Katherine Ruth Kincade
Kristen Jean Lueck
Jason Chang Moy
Meenu Sagar
Margaret Ann Schutz
Rachel Marie Schutz
Harshil Pratpal Singh
Jenna Victoria Stein
Emily Anne Stepnock
Kayla Marie Suchomel
Ericka S. Napoli
Terri Jennifer Tomnicki
Lisa Marie Van Aacken
Sarah Ann Williamson

PERFORMING ARTS
Master of Fine Arts
Joshua Matthew Baum
Eric A. Bradley
Eryn Mayfield Brown
Daniel D. Burkholder
Carey L. Foster
Olasebikan Muneta Freeman
Megan A. Hessianhaler
Ross Edwin Nugent
Lesya Popol

PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts
Sin Yee Calista Lam

PHYSICS
Master of Science
Venkata Ramalaxmi Chaganti

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts
Nicholas Ryan Davis
Benjamin R. Schmidt
Steven Daniel Thumander

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Raeana E. Anderson
Matthew Richard Capriotti
Amy Jane Majewski
James Mark Otis
Ami Umakant Patel
Megha Sehgal
Lauren Elizabeth Taubitz
Lee Orlando Villatoro

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration
Casen James Griffiths
Elizabeth Mary Hilt
Brendan Burden Leonard
Theresa Marie Schreiber
Phillip Anthony Southworth

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work
Erica Katherine Anderson
Joanne Marie Anderson
Courtney Nicole Bagneski
Kimberly Jean Bartlein
Kristin L. Blasczyk
Tuanquilla Montessa Brown
Carol Wright Carlson
Kila Renee Carrier
Antwan Vernice Chambliss
Felicia Clavelle
Amanda Cecile Curtis
Karen R. Deglau
Renee Alice Dodge
Kristine Nicole Ducharme
Lindsay Mae Dusold
Amanda Marie Dybedahl
Lora Flores-Rice
Peter J. Foy Jr
Andrew Jacob Freeman
Katelyn Rose Gehrking
Rebecca Anne Grailer
Darlene R. Grant
Bridget DeGroot Harland
Christopher David Hernandez
Kelly Hesse
Alyssa Lynne Hofmann
Katherine Ann Ingman
Jennifer M. Jacobson
Emily Ann Jahnke
Nicole C. Jensen
Stephanie Renee Jones
Kathryn Marie Kelley
Lindsay Erin Krueger
Ryan Patrick Larkey
Alisha Ann Lehnerr
Jodi Lynn Loritz
Carrie Losin
Abby M. Matthews
Paula Jane McGann
Carmen Julia Mojica
Victoria Amber Muckerheide
Jodi Lynn Naumann
Courtney Lynn Neitzel
Lauren Marie Otte
Christina Ruth Pasell
Rebecca Powell
Ashley Anne Reilley
Jillian Rose Reinboldt
Dana Mary Riesterer
Kristy L. Robb
Amber Lynn Rohde
Alicia A. Rose
Jennifer Lynn Rossetti
Joycelyn Dee Sanders
Susan Anne Sass
Elizabeth Anne Scaffidi
Amanda Jo Schlosser
Geralyn Ann Schwalenberg
Kylee Sue Smith
Natalie Marie Spiess
Henry John Stern IV
Rachel Lynn Tolkien
Vincent Gayle Toney
Lindsay Marie Udovich
Anna K. Vande Hey
Cira Marie Verhage
Holly Marie Visser
Kaitlin Wabiszewski
Alena M. Wasserman
Sarrah Marciea Wells
Barbara Anne Williams
Shannon Demetrious Williams
Jacqueline Marie Wittkowske
Danielle M. Zirkel
Olga Vladimirovna Zweifel

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts
Jacquelynn Michelle Austin
Mark Anthony Caldwell
John Andrew Coutley
Andrea Joan Galla
Britta E. Johnson
Brooke Ann Riesterer
David J. Wolover

SPANISH
Master of Arts
Sara Esperanza Bachleitner
Jodi Andrea Elias
Alicia Renee Johnson

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning
Rayna Rashaan Andrews
Christopher D. Marx
Jeffrey Phillip Worthen

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science
John Paul L. Finan
Jerome Karl Knapp
Andrew Thomas Krystowiak
Alecka Marie Patt
Ashley Jean Quandt
### Bachelor’s Degrees

**SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING**
Dean Robert Greenstreet  
*Bachelor of Science*

- Thomas Michael Barg*
- Mary Claire Burke
- Kyle Joseph Coenen
- Angela Mary Dawley
- Justin Elliot Doll
- Nicholas John Evers
- Michael Joseph Farnsworth
- Ashleigh Elizabeth Fischer
- Michael Edmund Guertin
- Roberto Jaimes
- Joshua Samuel Jansen
- Sohail Khurram
- Justin A. Koeppler
- Samuel Joseph Kreuser*
- Bailey J. Kurth
- Alyssa Marie Leystra*
- John David Melby
- Joseph Larry Miletta*
- Natasha Mary Nicholson
- Ryan Thomas Nickolas*
- Marina Breves Nolan
- Erin N. Okeson
- Jeffrey Richard Poellmann
- Melinda Sue Pogwizd
- Bradley Matthew-Pokrzewinski*
- Ryan Michael Potter
- David Michael Raschka*
- Charles Warner Robertson
- Matthew David Rusczynski*
- Simon Ryou
- David R. Sells
- Lauren Marie Treutel
- Patrick Doolan Wesley
- Samuel F. Williams*
- Robert Patrick Zdanowski

**SCHOOL OF THE ARTS**
Dean Wade Hobgood  
*Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts*

- Christine Elizabeth Barclay*
- Sean Bernard Barnekow
- Luke Ellis Barthen
- Nastassja Danielle Bates
- Dane Jordan Baumgartner
- Marc Philip Bavlinka
- Meghan MacKenzi Beaty
- Heather Ann Bloomfield
- Pamela Susan Brock
- Desiree Mae Brown
- Mary Jean Buchel*
- David Andrew Busse*
- Thaddeus Stanley Butch
- Katherine J. Butler
- Christopher E. Butzen
- Ryan James Cappleman
- Kelly Marie Carlstedt
- Kathleen Jane Carollo*
- Peggy Elizabeth Caufield
- Matthew Charles Cisz
- Brian Martin Cooney
- Gregory James Demos
- Chad C. Dombrowski
- Callie Marie Eberdt*
- Kari Rose Ehler*
- Jonathan William Elliott
- Jeremy Sean Fountaine
- Kathryn Lee Gilmer
- Abigail Rose Graceffa*
- Jigme D. Groves
- Brett Michael Hanisko*
- Jessica Lacey Heiser
- Jessica Paige Hewitt
- Nicholas George Jacobi
- Genevieve Kay Jorn*
- Samuel Britten Karow*
- Megan Marie Katzuba*
- Heba Marwan Khoury

**PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS**
Dean Wade Hobgood  
*Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts*

- Christine Elizabeth Barclay*
- Sean Bernard Barnekow
- Luke Ellis Barthen
- Nastassja Danielle Bates
- Dane Jordan Baumgartner
- Marc Philip Bavlinka
- Meghan MacKenzi Beaty
- Heather Ann Bloomfield
- Pamela Susan Brock
- Desiree Mae Brown
- Mary Jean Buchel*
- David Andrew Busse*
- Thaddeus Stanley Butch
- Katherine J. Butler
- Christopher E. Butzen
- Ryan James Cappleman
- Kelly Marie Carlstedt
- Kathleen Jane Carollo*
- Peggy Elizabeth Caufield
- Matthew Charles Cisz
- Brian Martin Cooney
- Gregory James Demos
- Chad C. Dombrowski
- Callie Marie Eberdt*
- Kari Rose Ehler*
- Jonathan William Elliott
- Jeremy Sean Fountaine
- Kathryn Lee Gilmer
- Abigail Rose Graceffa*
- Jigme D. Groves
- Brett Michael Hanisko*
- Jessica Lacey Heiser
- Jessica Paige Hewitt
- Nicholas George Jacobi
- Genevieve Kay Jorn*
- Samuel Britten Karow*
- Megan Marie Katzuba*
- Heba Marwan Khoury

- Brianna Christine Kiefer*
- Andrew Joseph Kirk
- Laura Jeanette Klitzke
- Thomas Christopher Kraemer*
- Emily Joan Ladd
- Cristian Javier Lago*
- Erik James Lasse*
- Jennifer Marie Lindsley
- Tessa Deborah Lisowe
- Melody Joy Lopac*
- Anthony Gilbert Lopez
- Wesley Allen Luck
- Megan Mary McDonald*
- Keelin Fox McMurtagh
- Macyn Taylor Melvin*
- Bronzell Miller
- Luereatha Louise Miller
- Jim William Mooney*
- Alanna Clare Morin
- Rebekah L. Mulder
- William Balliou Murphey
- Patrick John Murphy
- Sarah Jane Myszewski*
- Brandon Scott Nacke*
- Sean Robert Nemetz
- Michael J. O’Connor
- Elizabeth Mary O’Donnell
- Elise Jacqueline Oldenburg
- Courtney Lynne Olsheski
- Kevin Michael Otto
- Julio Cesar Pabon
- Nikki Nadia Pamentser*
- Stacey L. Paprocki*
- Johnathan Clark Pearce
- Nolan James Peck
- Heidi Marie Rakow
- Jared Adam Ramick*
- Samantha R. Rebro
- Bryan Wilson Rieth
- Calena N. Rohde
- Elizabeth Ashley Schuenke
- Kurt Charles Sensenbrenner
- William A. Skaleski
- Veronica Isabel Sotelo*

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Bachelor’s Degrees

Emily Suzanne Spadafora
Elisabeth C. Spankowski
Tobias J. Staffanson*
Sarah Elizabeth Stein*
Danielle Anne Sulikowski
Whitney Szablewski
Bridgett Nicole Tegen*
Travis Austin Torok
Jani Eleni Tourtouropoulos
Jane Vang
Jazmin Marie Vollmar
Li Wang*
Lauren Kay Watson
Thomas McPherson Willicome
Suab Yang
Ashley Marie Zander

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Timothy L. Smunt
Bachelor of Business Administration

Caitlin Ann Albright
Khalid Dawood Aldawood
Sultan Hamad Alkabbaa
Leonce Michael Allen
Mustafa A W H A-Almuhanna*
Robert John Anderson
Chidozie Nnoma Anyaso
Abbie Claire Ardelt
Michael Robert Armstrong
Akua Asare
Artymo Asriyans
Sami Hael Atari
Allyssa Nikole Ayala
Benjamin JS Baffa
Scott Thomas Bagguley
Michelle Marie Bahl
Sakshi Bakshi
Dustin Joshua Baribeau
Nick M. Barile
George Ronald Batcha
Justin Allen Beams
Brandon William Becker
Ryan Edward Beckman
Kaitlyn Michelle Belanger
Nicholas Michael Bender
Andja Biersach*
Matthew William-Lowell Boudro
Emily Grace Brunsell
Sara Marie Brzozowski
Theresa Marie Brzykcy
Joshua Robert Bunnell
Jason Patrick Butler
Elizabeth Kristen Campos
Daniel Henry Carmody
Kyle J. Cayemberg
Ryan Taylor Charette
Taylor Clements
Andria Marie Cleveland
Richard John Cline
Glen Elmer Clouse*
Alexis Paige Coleman
Sibbhan Catherine Collins
Adam Robert Condon
Jerri Lynn Conley
John Anthony Crane
Peter Joseph Czajka
Kristen Beth Damko
Moiz S. Dawoodbhai
Alyssa Kristin Debruine*
Christopher Richard Delong
Christine Marie Denny
Nathan P. Denton
Timothy David Derrico
Nicole Anne Destache*
John DeVane
Jacob Nicholas Devoe
Tyler J. Dhein
Garett James Dissmore
Victor Domena
Erin Donovan
Douglas Michael Draeger
Michael Forrest Drews
Pavi Elle Driver
Douglas Duane Duressler
Timothy W. Dwyer
Pat S. Ebsen*
Robert William Edmonds*
Nicholas Stephen Eggers
Kristian Morgan Engibous
Taun Patricia Epping*
Tareq Fares*
Steven Raymond Ferch
Erik Mathew Fillner
Michael Allen Pink
Evan D. Foy
Brittani Nichole Frey
Kristin Michelle Fritsche
John Louis Fuller
Ski William Gehrig
Renee Nicole Girard*
Kara Ann Gostomski*
Arcell Green
Brent M. Green
Lindsey Ann Greenlee
Andrew John Groh
Brian Andrew Groskreutz
Timothy J. Gruber
Gregory John Grum
Jessica Jean Gundrum
Janelle Elizabeth Haas
TraVon Bryce Haase
Angelic Haliga
Brett Matthew Hammerer
Ryan Lewis Hanrath
Thomas Edward Hansen
Jeffrey James Hauf
Weiwei He*
Justin Michael Heck
Xee Her
Yong Her
Kristin Marie Huf
Gwendolyn Marie Husslein
Nailya Ilyasova
Nicholas Jackson
Thomas Paul Jacobs
Raymond Robert Janowski
Kelly Megan Jarvis
Veronica Therese Jenkins
Alyssa Renee Johnson
Sandra Ann Johnson
Lindsey Lauren Jones
Phillip Michael Jones
Daniel James Justinger
Travis John Kalmuck
Bradley Robert Karas
Dustin Robert Kashou
Akeem Inayat Keval
Rahim Inayat Keval
Dara Khath
Jessica Ashley Kirsch
Gloria Klimeck
Eric Jon Klitzkie

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Jeremy Michael Knors
Brian Christopher Koch
Ryan Scott Konicek
Justin Koshak
Joshua Troy Kowalke
Adam P. Kozicki
Edward John Kozlowski
Chad Matthew Kraici
Anthony Kieth Krocka
Lindsey Tess Krueger
Victoria Celeste Krumenauer*
Kelsey Dawn Laffer
Kyle Robert Langan
Brandon William Lange
Noah D. Lange
Courtney Wyn Larson
Daniel Stephen Laughland*
Kelsey Ann Lawton
Jessica Michelle Le
Kevin John Leach
Ian Paul Lee
Brittany Rose Lehnerz
Casey Paul Liddicoat
Tricia Anne Linskens
Kathryn Anne Lippert
Andrew David Livingston
Courtney Kay Long
Yu Lor
Jeremiah James Lukas
Michael Steven Lukomski*
Jie Luo
Noam Zeev Macagon
Kevin Matthew Maciejewski
Charles Patrick Madden
Joshua James Madlung
Courtney Jennifer Malfroid*
Craig Allen Malingowski
Jonathan David Mann*
Ted Matthew Marino
Marissa Lynn Marten
Anthony Michael Maruszewski
Kashfia Masud
Anhoney McCarter
Mario Cortez McCoy
Richard William McKee
William Richard McMullen
Oscar Emilio McVey
Ramon Sebastian Medina
Pedro Mejia
Christina Emily Mewitz
Rebecca Anne Miazga
Kayla Chenille Mich
Benjamin Allan Michalski
Andrew Joseph Michaels
Jennifer Rose Miech
Aleksandra Miljevic
Jameson Alexander Miller*
Shalin M. Miller
Lisa Lynn Moderski
Shawn M. Morris
Jonathan Michael Mosier
Boume Moua
Mainou Moua
Ryan Paul Napierkowski*
Amy Elizabeth Narr
John Stevens Neel
Christopher James Nelson
Clayton Michael Neuburg
Andrew Martin Newhouse
Erik Justin Nickel
Ryan Patrick Nieuwenhuis
Joseph Ryan Ninnemann
James Nonarath
Kelsey Marie Ogle
Christopher Kenneth Olsen
Derek Jeremy Olson
Susanne Catherine Paasch
Ronak Ken Patel
Sonia Ann Pautz
Jason Mykel Pedersen
Rudolph Joseph Pesut
Dana Marie Peterson
James Patrick Peterson
Brittany Therese Pierce
Allison Rose Plachinski
Michale Scott Poniewaz
Angga Yudha Prasetya*
Ingrid N. Pratt
Jack Hoon Przybylinski
Nathan Camp Radoszewski
Joshua Scott Redzinski*
Jacob W. Rengstorff*
Ricardo Reyna*
Tashari Monay Reynolds
Courtney Lynn Riebe
Brandon Michael Robb
Adam David Robillard
Shawn Daniel Robinson
Kira N. Rodicheva*
Eugene Rogatnik
Nora Evelyn Rolfsen
Jacquelyn Mary Roloff
Josel Esteban Romero
Shawn Adam Ross
Adam Michael Rozmarynowski
Jordan Michael Rubendall
Matthew Donald Rudzinski
Sami Najeeb Rudolph
Sami Najeeb Salem
Jordan Anthony Santana
Joshua Daniel Sater
Eric Thomas Sawicki
Michael Anthony Scaffidi
David Andrew Scalf
Sarah M. Scheel*
Kristin Ashley Schilz
Jessica Lee Schimmels
Abby Lynn Schmidt
Kurt Michael Schmidt
Steven G. Schnaare
Rachel E. Schramka
Kayla Marie Schweitzer
Andrew Henry Seidl
Adam Estevan Sertuche
Kayla Brianne Severson
Todd James Sikowski
Arron D. Simonson
Maninder Singh
Ryan Anthony Skiba
Heather Christine Sloan
Sara Norris Slowinski
Taras Igorevich Smereka*
Linda Latoya Smith
Benjamin L. Stacker
Kristina Marie Stanley
Casey Allen Stenberg
Kyle Robert Stephens
Troy Thomas Sweere*
LaToya Shantrice Swiams
Brian Mark Szesterniak

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Bachelor’s Degrees

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Carol L. Colbeck
Bachelor of Science

Jennifer L. Ahler
Kari Lynn Andrews
Melissa Balen
Abigail L. Barron*
April May Barry
Brittany Nicole Beck
Kayla Marie Breerton*
Sarah Marie Bridge
Peter M. Burg
Ann Marie Caracci
Stephanie Joy Carter*
Jennifer Kathleen Chappa*
Jenna Marie Cibik*
Ashley Lauren Cortez
Danielle R. Cox*
Jena Dee Crain
Juliana Marie Crowley*
Heather Marie Damell
Alyssa Christine Dierbeck*
Cyrille Claudine Durand-Husting
Alyssa Michelle Duwell*
Kelcy Chapin Engstrom
Jacqueline Rae Erickson
Rebecca Rose Falls*
Cherise Michelle Graner
Andrea Leigh Gerkhartd*
Abraham John Gibbons*
Morgan Elizabeth Gohl*
Justin Michael Golownia*
Kristyn L. Gunkel
Caitlin Marie Hanson*
Rashan Deasia Hoskins
Yong O’Laughlin-Kalashian Hua
Ashley M. Imperiale*
Kathryn Rose Jachec
Melinda Rose Johnson
Alisa Nicole Jungbluth
Megan Marie Katzuba*
Deolyn Andre Kelley
Michelle A. Kindschi*
Anne Marie Knoble*
Sarah Jean Kreye
Mai Sheng Lee*
Pa Yia Lee*
Jessica Lauren Leeper

Carrie Lynn LeStarge
Brittany Jovi Light*
Nicole Lee Luetzow*
Pa Chee Ly
Mariagladis Teresa MacDonald
Tania Sue Mader*
Rebecca Lynn Mann*
Tom Anthony Martin
Amy Jean Martineau*
Jessie Nicole Mayer
Amanda Katharine McClurg*
Shannon Dale Merkowitz*
Melissa Marie Meyers
Kristen Lee Milbrandt
Meagan Chloe Miller
Tammey W. Mitchell
Kimberly Marie Morrison
Camden John Mueller
Elizabeth Ann Neuens*
Isabel C. Nix
Kelly M. Omalley*
Lyndsey Rae Oster
Gina Rosaria Parisi
Erin T. Peeler*
Jill Marie Peterson*
Keren Pham
Chad Alan Pierce*
Leah Helen Pierce*
Alissa Anne Quinn
Heather Rankel*
Tiffany Jewett Robinson*
Danyell Jessica Rodgers
Mary Elizabeth Rogers
Ross James Romenesko
Amanda Marie Ruszkiewicz*
Catherine Ryou
Denise Marie Schienke
Steven David Schmid
Johanna Kelsie Schmitt*
Sarah Nicole Schoonover
Mary Elizabeth Schulz
Jessica Shafe
Kisha Antoinette Shanks
Alek Scott Patrick Shumaker
Robert Quincy Smith
Kayla Marie Sphonholtz*
Kalen Lee Sumnicht
Jane Frances Sweet
Joseph John Timm

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Elizabeth Christine Toth
Michele Turner*
Laura A. Van Dyke
Joshua Michael Walker
Nicholas Michael Warner*
Jessica Lynn Marie Webster
Andrew Wiberg*
Wendy Rochelle Willingham
Mee Xiong
Pa Houa Xiong
Lisa Ann Zaboklicki*
Marcy Lee Zerwinski*

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE

Interim Dean Tien-Chien Jen
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Abdulmohsin Farhan Alqahtani
Wayel Ahmed Alwayel
Hassan AliYagoub*
Elizabeth Jean Anderson
Troy Alan Anderson*
Virat Azad
David Yong Bae
David Michael Barber
Cammie Irene Beck
Anthony Joseph Berg
Nicholas John Bernhardt
Kayla Ann Betthaezer
Michael Robert Blemberg
Patrick John Cashman
Kenneth Wayne Catron
Thotekat Soumya Chandran
Ricky Gene Cooks
Aaron Kevin Cords
Christopher Michael-Cunningham
Peter Nicholas Doval
Adrianna Eason
Alexander K. Janson Engel
Bric G. Falk
Nathan David Fergot*
Daniel Scott Fischer* Jordan Charles Fischer*
Timothy James Foley
Douglas Paul Fromm
Seth Tyler Gudmundson
Jennifer Guzman
Todd Stephen Hahn
Andrew Lee Hastert
Kyle J. Heiden
Bradley John Hucke*
Tyler Gregory Hurd
Kien Chi Huynh
Adam Joseph Irmischer
Johan Sigfrid Janssen*
Vincent James Jaskowiak
Jordan Martin Jenich
Josh Craig Keller
Daniel Joseph Kiedrowski
Alper Kolcu
Eugene T. Krakow*
Shantanu Kumar*
Zachary James Lawlor
YongLun Li
Jacob James Livermore
Peter Michael Lorenz
Jeffrey James Ludeke
Dawn Marie Luehrs
Robert William Malzahn
Michael James Martinsen
Zeeshan Masood
Brian Lawrence Meier
Travis Cole Moll
James Kenneth Newborn
Kellan James Olson
Michael Richard Patek
Rupen A. Patel
Kyle David Paull
Jon Lee Pleseitz
Christopher Ryan Pluta
Patrick James Quast
Jeremy Drew Rattle*
Andrew Thomas Rohde
Claire Eugene Rojohn
Richard Cory Saindon
Arfan Imad Saleh
Bryan Gregory Schaller
Chad Schulz
Kennith James Scott*
John Thorsen Seaman
Chad Tariq Shihtata
Kent Gordon Shook
Joshua Stephen Skinner
Patrick Leonard Smocke
Kevin Gene Soden
Alana Mauludyi Soehartono
Hale Evan Sostock
Juan C. Sotelo
Timothy Eugene Stefanovic
Nihar Nikunjkumar Talati
Christopher Ryan Talmo*
Andrew Martin Tanze
Jared Peter Theede
Joseph Hart Thomas
Michael Joseph-Fry Thompson*
James Lewis Uecke
Muralikrishna Upala
Jason C. Vail
Ger Vang
Benton Joseph Weibel
Jeremy Michael Witt
Benjamin Robert Wood
Justin Tyler Wood
Lee Xiong
Thor Xiong
Brandon M. Youngs

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH SCIENCES

Dean Chukuka S. Enwemeka
Bachelor of Science

Hassan Ali H. AlAflooq
Safe Ishaq Alkalouti
Katie Lynn Bastian*
Andy Michael Brand
Michele Nicole Brandhagen*
Bethany Anne Brooks*
Robert Steven Bullock*
Anna Christou
Christopher Richard DeSanctis
Charlotte L. Dickson
Kaila Rose Doherty
Christopher Gerard Eichner
Blaine Nicolai Erdahl
Andrew Robert Frahm
Katie Ann Friese
Marshere Lynnette Gainer

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Bachelor’s Degrees

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES
Interim Dean Dietmar Wolfram
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology

Abby Elizabeth Arnold*
Shane Arnold
Carrie Marie Bingham
Christina Bowers
Starlesha Octavia Brazil
Jenna Marie Buchholz
Jomaque Cannon*
Mitchell Andrew Carter
Phong Chang
William James Clasen
Melissa A. DeVerna
Gabriel Joseph Garcia
Gary David Gibson*
Lucas William Gordon
Sarah Annette Gosdeck
Ryan Richard Hamann
Jenni Maria Helen*
Mark Douglass Huse
Austin Myles Jackson
Justin John Kellner
Brittany Nicole Khatib*
Eric Christopher Krahenbuhl
Lewis H. Lange*
James Anthony Lebrón*
Brett Lehrer
Andrzej Henryk Lenarczyk*
Collin Wyatt Lewis
Laura Anne Melau*
Luke Christian Peerenboom
Joseph Samuel Pelky
Matthew Forrest Perrin
Alexandra Cara Picciolo
Shannon Leigh Porter
Robert John Raasch
Eric Igor Ragozin
Jonathon Nicholas Schoebel
Ronald James Spacieł
Ryan James Weaver
Stephanie Lynn Weaver*
David Robert Wiegert
Johnny Windhom
Kurtis Carl Witzelsteiner
Zong Nita Yang

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Interim Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science

Abduljabbar Abdulrahhoof
Megan Ruth Adams*
Matthew Leif Aker
Johan Cartier Albert
Micah Benjamin –
Allen Kaufman
Brandolyn Nichole Amusa
Eric Lyle Anderson
Evan Joseph Anderson
Taneisha Roshanda Anglin
Igli Arapi
Tyler Robert Armbruster
Carolyn Elizabeth Arnold**
Jennifer Marie Arth
Nicholas Josef Artmann
Akua Asare
Nicole Renee Aterianus
LaTroy L.T Austin
Julianna Mari Avery*
Nathaniel Thomas Bahr
Andrew John Balfour
Arman Banimahd*
Alexandria Lois Barnett
Keegan Elizabeth Barrows
Diana Bartzczak
Angela Lynn Bavery
Mackinzi Louise Beaty*
Cassandra Jo Beckman
Heather Ann Beilke
Corinne Elysis Benson
David Donald Berka*
Alex John Binter
Christopher Michael Biwer*
Kenneth Blacks
Julie Anne Blaisdell
Chelsea Christine Blank
Rami Bleibel
Frank Charles Blinkewitz
Nicholas Edward Blonien*
Paul Edward Boeshaar
Nicholas Edward Bohlen*
Nathan Paul Boisen
Kelly Marie Bormann

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Mina Nazih Botros
Taylor Nicole Brandenburg
Alyssa Lee Brass
Nathanael David Breininger
Marian L. Bretl
Kyle Matthew Brickner
Kenneth John Brierton
Zachary C. Brooke
Andrea Broer
Thomas Richard Brownlow
Benjamin Drew Bryan
Claudia C. Bryan
Jade Christine Buchberger
Lilith Rei Buckner
Victor Lucean Buell
James Arthur Bunda
Greg A. Burrow*
Jamae Nicole Burrows
Rashidah O. Butler
Holly Elizabeth Butzen*
Allison Marie Byrne*
Kaitylin Marie Callahan*
Brittyn Aeshley Calyx
Stefanie Carlson
Jamie Ann Carmody
Casey N. Carney
Tyler Michael Carney
Asha Reva’ Carter
John Marshall Cash*
Adam Richard Cavil
Erica Shnell Charleston
William Traudeau Chaussee
Ashley Marie Christie
Nicole O. Christus
John Michael Cianciolo
Jonathon Fredrick Clausen
Amanda Clemons
Kenneth Richard Clope
Michael Thomas Coleman
Adam Dean Collar
Maura Michelle Colon Bowers
Joseph Peter Conrad
Kyle William Cordie
Stuart Patrick Cotter
Matt James Coughlin
Alexandria Jean Covert
Charles Stuart Crawford-Fischer
Antonio M Cruz
Thomas John Curran
Helena Cvijakic
Bryan S. Cyra
Daniel Robert Czech*
Lindsay Daguanno
Michael Bruce Dahlbacka*
Jamie Lee Dano
D’Andre Lamar Dawsey
Douglas Robert Dekoning
Traci Jean Delano
Natassha Tess Delgado
Thomas R. Dembski
Kevin Joseph Deprez
Michael Derezinski
Laura Nichole Diener
Sarah Elizabeth Dillon
Patrick John Donovan
Joseph V. Doyle
Jacqueline Kaye Dreyer*
Carla Elizabeth Dubberger
Lori E. Dunbar*
Elizabeth Katrene Duncan
Shannon Kimberly Dunne
Kyle Duane Duquaine
Laurel K. Dzeladzce
Sylvia Dzwonkowski
Jonathan Russell Ede
Kristi Sue Edington
Nora Therese Eiche
Brittany Lynn Eickhorst
Lindsay M. Eith
Kyle Patrick Eklund*
Lakeisha Lashanda Ellis
Charles Jason Engel
Eric John Engelbart
Aaron J. Evans
Amanda Lynn Fabina*
Abdirizak Farah
Matthew Leo Farley
Joseph Patrick Fasanello
Eric Michael Fasse
Sophia Angelina Fernandez
Colleen M. Finn
Courtney Elizabeth Fleischman
James Francis Fleming
Andrea Lyn Foley
Kylie Lynn Formanek
Sever Mark Fossen
Anthony Jordan Foster
Rebecca Machele Frank
Devin Matthew Franklin
Ricky L. Franklin
Jennifer Leigh Frey
Michele Allison Fries
Evan Kier Fruhwirth
Daniel Paul Fuerbringer*
Antoniette Marie Galante
Nena Marene Gamble
Kristy Marie Garven
Lenore Marie Gentner
Gina Maria Gerber
Alex Michael Gibas
Lukas Talbot Gierhahn
Philip Oresti Gillespie
Erin Catherine Glisczinski
Anton Phillip Gnadt
Zarko Godic
Katlyn Goggins
Brandon David Golembiewski
David Micheal Gonia
Pawel Piotr Gorzkowski
Elizabeth Rose Grade
Samantha Alexis Grajera
Natalie Dixon Grambo
Angela J. Granger
Morgan E. Green
Sean Robert Greeneway
Wyatt Gritt
Joseph Matthew Hackett
Elizabeth Elyse Hahn
Andrew James Hansen
Tyler Joseph Harris
Aaron John Harter
Margaret Jean Hatch
Alexis Amanda Hau
Nathan Patrick Hautala
Bethany Anne Hawes*
Nicole Lyn Hayden
Brian T. Hayes
Katherine Claire Hayes
Naomi Hayes
Bobbie Jo Jean Heiser-Abel
Kristi Michelle Helminiak
Daniel John Henes
Jon Michael Hennum*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Bachelor’s Degrees

Ronald F. Henry
Edward Andrew Hicks
Jenna V. Hildebrand
Michael Ross Hoblitzell
Melisa Hodzic
Melissa E. Holba
Benjamin Howard Holstine
Baltina Hong
David F. Horvath
Rose A. Hoskins
Amanda Lauren Houle
Brian Matthew Huhn
Jesse Hull
Audra Danielle Hurd
Cynthia Marie Hwang
Jenny Ann Ingram*
Kalla Elizabeth Jiao
John Neil Jacobson
Brandon Richard James
Ellen Catherine Janisch
Christopher Edwin Jenkins
Jeffrey William Jensen
Jessica Michele Jensen
Eric Mandel Johnson
Benjamin S. Johnson
Elisabeth A. Johnson
Eric Paul Johnson
Jeremiah Alan Johnson*
Alena Catherine Joling
Ashley Marie Jordan
Vynnessa Elizabeth Juarez
Colleen M. Jurkiewicz*
Cassandra Lynn Kafura
Lauren Marie Kamrn*
Julia Drew Kaplan
Maggie Sue Karoses
Sarah Nicole Kavouras
Dana Rebekah Kelly
Coreen Marie Keinhofer
Ryan Joseph Kernen
Megan Ruth Key
Eamonn Kevin Keyes
Zena Marwan Khoury
Carolyn Elise Kingston
Steven Cole Kirchstein
Kirsten Marie Klahn
Kaye Jolynn Klein*
Jenilee Carolyn Klmstad
Lauren Caitlyn Knaak
Kaitlyn Ann Kohl
Tom Edward Kosiee
Matthew H. Kotar
Timothy Michael Kottka
Dinos Dorian Kouyias
Nicholas R. Kowalski*
Craig Michael Krebsbach*
Ashley Elizabeth Kress
Katarina Elizbeth Kuehl*
Michael James Smits Kuehn
Jamie Jonelle Kuemmel
Omema Kulsoom
Michael Ray Brock La Count
Natalie Charles Lambert
Christian Charles Lambert
Timothy Michael Lambrecht
Amara Francis Lang*
Jennifer Ann Larson*
Paul Larson
Johnblair Lathers
Peter Mitchell Lawnczak
Casey Adam Lazenby
Erik William Leable
Bao Ngaia Le
Alexandra Mae Lesnick
Chelsea Letendre
Debra Rebecca Lewis*
Anastasia Rae Linz
Jaclyn Beth Lisner
Yuliya M. Litvina
Kayla Ann Ljubic
Katie Corrine Llanas*
Claire Elizabeth Loebel
Ty Michael Londo
Cory Alan Loomis
Dean J. Lorenz
Michael Steven Ludwig
Eric Daniel Lund
Nicholas Scot Lyman
Laura Lynn Madunic
Keegan Mager*
Kimberlee Beth Majdloch
Katie Catherine Majewski
Michelle Rae Malson
Andrew Daniel Mancini*
Sheena Lenora MandIman
Brian Rick Mann
Lauren Ashley Manuel
Rebecca Ann Marcado
Max J. Marciniak
Susan Marie Marciniak
Jacob Anthony Margis
Matthew Cameron Marlett
Carly Rae Marohl
Molly Geralyn Marquardt
Courtney Lynn Martin
Natasha Petro Martin*
Ryan Anthony Mayfield
John Patrick McCarthy
Michelle Marie McKeen
Kevin Daniel Meagher
Ariana Shea Menne
Amelia Lourdes Mercado*
William John Merry
Chana Suzette Messerman
Pamela Jean Methfessel
Jillian Alysses Meyers*
Robert Mitchel Michalski
Michael John Miecielica
Sarah Marie Mielke
Heidi Eva Mikula
Adam Robert Milich
Jacob Charles Miller
Jennifer Maye Milliken*
Paul Harrison Minneti
Elfath Hashem Mohieldin
Amanda R. Moore
Tyler James Morgan
Ashleigh Rae Morrow
Daleth Micah Mountjoy
Enkhsaikhan Munkhbold
Jon Keegan Murphy
Jessica Lynn Mussa
Jeffrey Alan Muth
Alexander Scott Myers
Jordan Elaine Myers
Deuane Namathao
Chaya Jaganath Nayak*
Stephanie Marie Nick
Tyler Daniel Nighbor
Meghan E. Nitz
Sheldon Robert Noel
Amy Elizabeth Noffsinger
Christopher Nook
Alyssa Lee Noreenberg
Paul Casey Norskog
Mischa Siegel Nygaard
Rachel Marie Odau

*Awarded Commencement Honors
### Bachelor's Degrees

**continued**

**COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE**

Amanda Paige Oleszak  
Richard Allen Olinger  
Joshua W. Olson  
Kara E. Olson  
Riley Olson*  
Samuel Oluwabusuyi-Oluwadiya  
Stephanie Ann Orlowski*  
Stephanie Chiwendo Osuocha  
Kelly Joan Oswald  
Casey Jean Otto  
Daniel J. Palama  
Jeanna Lee Patterson*  
Brianna Marie Paul  
Joshua Thomas Paul  
Justin Robert Paul  
Daniel John Pauly  
Brian Philip Peckham  
Kelly Peshman  
Jillian Marie Pfeifer  
Kathleen Claire Pfister  
Desetra Antionette Phifer  
Tanya Ann Picchiottino  
Julianna Pierandozzi*  
Kaitlyn E. Pistiner  
Matthias R. Pollich  
Lauren Elizabeth Pomeroy  
Erin Ann Poole  
Carson Donald Pope  
Philip Charles Post  
Robert John Pustejovsky  
Abby Alexandra Queen  
Brittany Lynn Radakovich  
Nicole Radke  
Raunain X. Rahman  
Erica Lisette Ramirez*  
Shaun Adam Ranft  
Kamelah Luv Reed  
Velma E. Reichart  
Andy John Renick  
Casey Jane Resch*  
Kelly Garrick Reynolds  
Jessica Lynn Risberg  
Feras Kamel Rizeq  
Heather Lauren Roadhouse  
Evan Anthony Roberts  
Dominic Damont Robinson  
Samantha Jean Robinson  
Laura Lynn Roedl  
Megan Katherine Roewer  
Allison Jean Rolandi  
Jennifer Jean Rolland  
Benjamin William Ross  
Jordan David Ruchti  
Jacob Richard Russell  
Nicholas Michael Rutkowski  
Adam James Ryan  
Stephen Matthew Salava  
Vilma Lineit Santiago  
Mary Therese Shertoli  
Kody Allan Schafer  
Timothy Schierenbeck*  
Benjamin Henry Schmidt  
Craig Steven Schmidt  
Lee Allen Schmidt  
Dylan Thomas Schneider  
Justin Kenneth Schneider  
Elizabeth N. Schneider  
Jessica Renee Schrafer  
Anthony T. Schuchardt  
Arthur J. Schultz  
Megan Ann Schumann  
Jennifer Jasmine Seifi  
Aimee Nicole Sellon  
Mario Russell Serra*  
Matthew Aaron Shanahan*  
Megan V. Shanks  
Stacey Marie Sheets  
Shaun Paul Shields  
Candiss Jewell Shumate  
Gabrielle Sarah Shuster  
Heather Susanne Simpson*  
Jarreau Hakeem Sims  
Jessica Lynn Skinner  
Kathryn Abigail Skuhra  
Jason Carl Smith  
Tammy Tammy Smith Smith  
Michael James Smits  
Karen A. Snider  
Brandon James Snyder  
Patrick Landon Somberg  
Nicole Ashley Sperl  
Matthew Christopher-Sproehlich  
Philip John Stalewski  
Jaclyn Rae Stano  
Sophia Rose Steck*  
Brian Robert Steinhauer  
Jelena Stevanovic  
Brett Thomas Stiyer  
Elizabeth A. Stowe  
Laura Rose Straate  
Andrew James Sturmburg*  
Daniel Joseph Sturmburg*  
Francis Xavier Sullivan  
Samantha Lynn Sullivan  
Jillisa Marie Suprise  
Samantha Jacklyn Surillo  
Michael Edward Suszek  
Ryan James Suvanto  
Aaron Svicek  
Hallie L. Swanson  
Ian Christian Sweet  
Tuba Tartı  
Brian Michael Taylor  
Colin Michael Tenaglia  
Jackie Louise Tetzloff  
Anita Mary Theama  
Justine Lynn Theis  
Christopher Allen Thielen  
Kimberly Thomas-Britt  
Kristin Leigh Thompson  
Ira Joseph Tick  
Alexandra Dorothy Tills  
Stephanie Ann Timken  
Nicholas David Tovarek  
Colleen Manion Umhoefer  
Scott Urlich  
Sonia Valdes  
Trevor Michael-Van Langendon*  
Rachel Marie VanderWegen  
Kao Seng Vang  
Karen Vick  
Sarah N. Vickers  
Eric Dean Waddell  
David Robert Wagner  
Alicia Kaur Walia  
Justin Wallschläger  
Daniel Daudi Ward  
Shamalaura Denise Ward  
Lynn Marie Washatko  
Erin Margret Weber

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Bachelor’s Degrees

Lacey Ann Weber
Michael Thomas Weinhammer
Kathryn Elizabeth Weisbeck
Schuyler C. Welch
Thomas Frederick Wells
Danielle Ellen Wenger*
Jessica Rose Wiedenhoeft
Ben Wiedeman
Martha Mae Wiese*
Alison Ruth Winius
Amber Jean Witt
Kimberly Ann Wolcott
Brittany Jean Wolfmeyer
Kristina T. Wolfmeyer
Nicholas John Wollak
Theodore Moy Woo
Dottie Elizabeth Woodkey
Matrinna Sherell Woods
Kham Boon Xiong
Toua Xiong
Megan Sue Yahnke*

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Sally P. Lundeen
Bachelor of Science

Maricela Aldape
Khula Ali
Kamilla Alkhazova
Michelle Marie Allbaugh
Kati Jo Anderson*
Ashley Michelle Bast
Cody Quentin Bennett*
Joan Marie Bennett
Lisa Marie Berndt*
Whitney Marie Bilgo*
Emily Bilot*
Carissa Jean Boeck*
Rebecca Jane Bohn*
Nicole Marie Borndahl*
Cher Stephanie Budnick*
Priscilla Ann Bullen
Kelli Marie Cholka*
Benjamin Noah Cohen*
Stacy Paula Cruz
Alicia Colleen Czech
Elizabeth Marie Dellemann
Kathleen Joan Dionne*
Anne Marie Dixon*
Mark P. Elia
Crystal-Rae Dawn Evans
Helen Charlene Evans
Tina Fercho
Sara Ashley Fuchs
Elina Y. Gilgur*
Timothy John Gosenheimer*
Lauren Susan Groenevelt*
Lauren Michele Groh*
Gina Marian Guse
Margaret Mary Hafemann
Catherine Jane Hanson
Jessica Lu Hayden
Tara L. Herkert
Tanya Lynn Higgins*
Chasity Lynn Hill
Justin Dwayne Howell*
Georgina Johnson
Kayla Jean Kanack*
Puneet Kaur
Olga O. Kilzer
Heidi Lynn Kleinmann
Cassandra Mae Koblitz
Courtney Nicole Kostelny
Rachel Louise Kuske
Britani Rose Lange*
Katlin Elizabeth Lange
Jamy Choua Lao
Joshua Paul Lewis
Patricia Diane Lofton
Shelly Burkel Lynch
Madelyn Autumn Maier
Amanda Marie Marconi*
Megan Martinez
Bethany Carol Mauer*
Amy Medtilie*
Andrea Marie Melenchuk
Madeline Wilma Midbon
Renee Ann Milne
Caroline Mueni
Andrea Kirsten Mulligan
Andrew Brendon Nelson
Heidi Jo Oldenburg*
Sara E. Olson*
Nicki Wanice Pantuso
Alyssa Anne Pederson
Coral Lynn Pennebecker*
Allison Mae Peters
Stacie Leah Peters*
Brook Michelle Peyton
Jessica Lynn Porubsky*
Stephanie L. Reinke*
Dawn Lyn Rexroat*
Rebekah Joy Richardson
Sarah Elizabeth Richoux*
Ashley Elizabeth Robinson*
Courtney Marie Rohs
Rabeca Lynn Roska*
Lindsey Helene Rusch*
Victoria Scheer*
Stephanie Nicole Schramm
Stefanie Marie Shierk
Sara Marie Singley
Caitlin Michelle Spanbauer*
Matthew Evan Spannkebel
Kelsey Lauren Spatz
Erin Marie Specht
Elizabeth Carol Spiering
Nicole Marie Steinbergs*
Ashley Ellen Sweet
Sarah Ann Terlikowski*
Iyaku Tawanda Terrell
Catherine Seifert Twohig
Sylvia Chiaka Unanka
Jennifer Marie Verhagen*
Ljiljana Vrankovecki
James Daniel Weinstock
Brianna Mae Weldon
Jessica Anne Wendt
Michelle Grace Wierman
Sharon Ann Wolfgram
Wendy Faith Wright
Ka Ying Xiong
Chue Yang
Mark John Yeoman*
Erica Elita Zbytowski
Cayla Zimmermann

*Awarded Commencement Honors
HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Heather Marie Antoniewicz
Vanessa Araiza
Joseph Alex Befi
Tiffany Antoinette Blackmon
Kyle Robert Boehm
Rebecca Ann Borkowski
Cassie O. Caldwell
Heath William Cejka
Jennifer B. Coleman
Kevin W. Connell
Laurie Kay Czerwinski
Margaret Anne Dastych
Hannah Jane Dirkse
Chloe A. Ertman
Anthony Lee Finger
Kevin Michael Gaszak
Benjamin Tyler Grams*
Vincent Anthony Guillermo
Blake Elliot Hansen
Marquess Terrell Hardy
Ian Matthew Hekkers
Gregory Keith Henderson
Nicholas Ryan Henn
Anthony Raymond Henry
Lee Michael Holt
Kevin Patrick Kendall Hough
Hayley M. Hunn*
Marisa Barbara Hurst
Tamara Latshe’ Hutchins
Keisha Christina Iges
Alexander Lee Iskandarani
Erin Marie Iverson
Denise Johnson
Lisa Ann Johnson
Nicholas A. Johnson
Erin Claire Kern
Brittany Beth Kerr*
Jenna Rae Kirchner-Jacobs
Benjamin D. Klenke
Lindsey A. Klumb
Matthew James Knight
Chelsi Daniel Koenig
Mackenzie Carl Koster*
Brooke Emily Kuehl
Courtney Nicole Kukulski
Claire Catherine Layton
Lydia Marie Lehman
Kyle Ryan Lepkowski
Trent Dwone Little
Michael R. Luczak
Michael Benjamin Macans
Eric Benjamin Marquardt
Laura Jayne Martin
Kallen Lawrence Mayer
James Gregory McCann
Sarah M. McMillan
Douglas Dean Mellom*
Chaim Meyer
Carolyne Anne Montague
Rebecca Lee Murray*
Royce Redell Nash
Linsey Irene Nelson
Benjamin Anthony Nemec
Sarah Rose Neusen
Jordan David Nowak
Emily Marie Olson
Victoria G. Olszewski*
Keisha Monik Owten
David Lee Paro
Antoine L. Perry
Ryan John Pescheck
Ryan Peters
Sheila Ann Plowman
Camille Marie Prescher
Luis Quintana
Kenya L. Roberson
Dana Maria Rodriguez
Sean Matthew Rogers*
Tiiffany Sabrina Rommelfanger
Blake Eugene Ryan
Sandhya Marie Saeman
Peter Anthony Sanger
Erica Ann Schoenfelt
Jared Lee Schroeder
Alexander John Scudder
Kyle Edward Selinko*
Brandon Mark Sime
Scott Alan Sobczak
Samantha Ann Socha
Amanda Lynn Spielman
Meghan Rose St. Ledger
Angi Lee Stark
Jake Sterr*
Cassandra Elizabeth Strandlie*
Whitney Szablewski
Elizabeth Marie Thiel
Paku Vang
Anthony Mark Wagner
Leon McKinny Walker-Metts
Lennot Webb
Alexandra Wells
Deshaunda Williams
Hannah Williams
Kortnie Lynn Williams
Andrew Paul Wilson
Sarah Olivia Woods
Phuechi Matthew Xiong
Tou Yer Xiong
Phuechi Andy Yothsackda

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
*Name Reader

Paul W. Rediske, Chief Marshal, Dept. of Internal Audit
Andrea M. Azarian, Dept. of Curriculum & Instruction
Francene L. Botts-Butler, Dept. of Equity Diversity Srvcs.
Linda J. Buchholz, Union Operations
Shirley J. Bufford, Dept. of Governmental Affairs
Bonnie D. Halvorsen, Dept. of Public Health
Heather N. Harbach, University Relations & Comm.
Linda Hausladen, Union Operations
Scott A. Hoffland, Restaurant Operations*
Kristin Trenholm Horowitz, Dept. of Polici teacl Science
Linda C. Huang, Black Cultural Center
Mark H. Huang, Dept. of Human Resources
Geoffrey Hurtado, Dept. of Facility Services

Travis L. Jones, Academic Opportunity Center
Ronald L. Kotecki, Dept. of Development*
Thomas R. Marcussen, Graduate School
Kim M. Omachinski, Center for International Education*
Laurie B. Petersen, Student Accessibilty Center
Kim M. Silbersack, UWM Libraries
Ramona M. Sledge, Black Cultural Center
Katherine L. Steinbach, Dept. of Recruitment & Outreach
Linda F. Walker, Career Development Center
Gwyn E. Wallander, College of Letters & Science
Betty A. Warras, College of Engineering & Applied Sci.*
Kurt C. Young Binter, University Architecture/Planning

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Sue Gordon

Chris Skoczynski

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Mike Reck

Cindy Tweedt

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
Sergeant Jamie Kuenzi and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin Van Housen, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Brad Stratton, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Sarine Schmidt

Tammy Howard

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
John Bartel

Amy Lensing Tate

PHOTOGRAPHS
Professional photographers from Central Valley Photography capture images of each graduate before he or she walks across stage and while on stage. Photo proofs are sent to graduates. Photos can be ordered by calling Central Valley toll free at 877-446-2196 or 847-683-7130.
Looking for a way to preserve those graduation memories?

*Then order your Commencement DVD now!* 

Preserve your graduation memories with a professional DVD of the 12/18/11 ceremony. For credit card orders, please submit your order at www.commencementdvd.uwm.edu. For payments by check, please complete this order form and send it to the address below.  
(Please Print)

Name ___________________________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address __________________________________________________________________________

City ___________________________ State _______________ Zip ____________________________

Phone #: (______) __________________________

**DVD Pricing Information** (includes shipping and tax)

Please enter desired quantity: ________________ $11.00 for 1 DVD

$5.00 each additional DVD

Signature _________________________________________________________________________________

Please make checks payable to UWM Foundation

**Please send orders and payment to:**

UWM Secretary of the University’s Office  
Commencement DVD  
PO Box 413  
Milwaukee, WI 53201-0413

Or  
Order Online at:  
commencementdvd.uwm.edu  
Phone: 414-229-4201